where dp, is an even Bore1 measure on [-'rr, 'rr], with 1 = -I 4-4) = 1, n = 1, 2,... lr -37
The sequence (L,J is said to be saturated if there is a sequence of positive numbers, (4(4) , converging to 0 such that IV -Uf)ll = oM4> if and only (1.2) if f is a constant, and there is a non-constant function f, such that
The sequence (I$( n )) is called the saturation order of (L,). Define the saturation class S(L,) to be the set of all functions fin C*[ -r, ?r] such that An excellent source for references on saturation theorems is the paper of Butzer and Gorlich [lo] or the book [l 11. We quote here the following wellknown theorem of Sunouchi-Watari [l] . 410
For fE C*[-VT, ~1 we let f(k) = & s", Pktf(t) dt k = 0, &-1, &2,... and e-ikt dp,(t) dt = i J"" cos kt dp,(t) -n
The Sunouchi-Watari Theorem can then be stated as Also, if, for n = 1, 2,..., (1 -p~))/#k+(n))~=-m are multipliers from L, to L, , uniform in n, then (1.6) is suficient for f to be in S(L,).
In this paper we shall impose the additional hypothesis that the measures dp, be positive. This hypothesis is indeed a strong one, in light of the many striking results for positive operators due to Korovkin [6] and others. However, it is also a very natural and important condition since many of the classical linear methods of approximation are of this type.
For sequences of positive convolution operators, it is not difficult to characterize precisely when they are saturated. This is done in Section 3. The characterization of the class S(L,) is much more difficult. A result in this direction is the following theorem of Tureckii [2] which we shall discuss further later. In Section 4 we develop some new techniques which are useful in characterizing the saturation class S(L,) for certain sequences of positive convolution operators. Our main application of these techniques is to optimal and quasi-optimal sequences of trigonometric operators to be defined below.
The sequence (Ln)zE1 is said to be a sequence of trigonometric operators if for each f 6 C*[--71., 7~1, L,(f) is a trigonometric polynomial of degree < n, n = 1) 2 ).... In case of convolution operators, this is equivalent to having &(t) = T,(t) dt, where T, is a non-negative even trigonometric polynomial of degree < n. The FejCr [3] , Jackson [4] and Korovkin [5] operators are the best known operators of this type. It was first noted by Korovkin [6] that positive trigonometric operators are limited in their efficiency of approximation. Korovkin showed that if (Ln) is a sequence of positive trigonometric operators, then for g one of the three functions 1, cos x, sin x, II g -Lm f 0 (f). (1.7) In the case of positive trigonometric convolution operators, this is equivalent to 11, sin2 i T,(t) dt f 0 (-&)-
We shall say that (L,) is an optimal sequence if /I, sin2 i T,(t) dt = 0 (-$-).
(1.9)
If we ask which sequences of positive trigonometric convolution operators (Ln) give the Jackson estimate (1.10) for all functions f with f' E C*[-z-, 'rr], the answer is: exactly the optimal sequences (see Theorem 2.1). Thus, for example, the Jackson and Korovkin operators are optimal whereas the FejCr operators are not. Curtis [7] Thus, there are always nonconstant functions f which are approximated by the sequence (L,(f)) with order O(n+). This, together with (1.11) shows that optimal sequences are always saturated with order nP. At the recent Symposium on the Constructive Theory of Functions held in Budapest, the author has conjectured that the saturation class S(L,) of every optimal sequence is {f : f' E Lip l}. This is already known for the Jackson and Korovkin operators by virtue of Theorem B. Our main result is a proof of this conjecture (Theorem 5.1).
At the same conference, Giirlich [9] suggested considering sequences L, for which there exists a nonconstant functionf, such that Ml --Lm = 0 (f).
We shall call such sequences quasi-optimal. That quasi-optimal sequences are also saturated with order n-2 follows from (1.11). Giirlich has asked whether quasi-optimal sequences also have as a saturation class {f :f' E Lip l}. It is easy to construct an example of a sequence (L,) which is quasi-optimal but not optimal. For example, if K,(t) is the Jackson kernel (see Section 3) then the trigonometric polynomials generate by convolution a sequence (L,,*) of operators which is quasi-optimal but not optimal. It is not optimal since there is a constant C > 0 such that s 71
That it is quasi-optimal follows from exists a constant C' > 0 such that t-n C n' n = 1, 2,... . The inequalities (1.12) and (1.13) can be used to show that if IIf -L,*( f)ll = O(@), then f has period r.
The saturation class of (L,*) is (f : f' E Lip 1 and S has period 7r}
This is a special case of the general result we obtain for quasi-optimal sequences. In Section 5 we show that if (L,) is quasi-optimal, then there is an integer m such that 11, sin2 q T,(t) dt = 0 rf,.
(1.13)
When m = 1, we have an optimal sequence. If m, is the smallest positive integer such that (1.13) holds, then, as we show, the saturation class is (f : f' E Lip 1, f has period (2r/m,,)}.
A PRELIMINARY INEQUALITY
There are inequalities which estimate the rate of convergence of a sequence (L,( fl) tof, for continuous functionsf, in terms of the rate of convergence of (L,(g)) to g, for the three functions g : 1, cos x and sin x. The most general of these estimates is the inequality of Shisha and Mond [S] . We shall need an extension of this inequality which estimates IIf -L,(f)11 for functions having period 2r/m, in terms of the behavior of II g -L,(g)11 for the functions g : 1, cos mx, sin mx. We shall use this extension only for convolution operators; However, we shall prove it for the general case of arbitrary linear positive operators. Zf, in addition, f is everywhere continuously differtiable, then
where C is a constant independent off and It, and w denotes the modulus of continuity.
Proof: The proofs of (2.2) and (2.3) are similar and we shall only prove (2.3).
Writing sin m(x -x0) and sin2 (m(x -x,)/2) in terms of sin mx and cos mx, one can easily deduce from (2.1) that II L,(sin m(t -x), x)ll = C(&2), (2.4) Note. Equations (2.4) means that L, is applied to sin m(t -x) as a function of t (with x fixed). The result is evaluated at X, and finally, we take the norm of the resulting function of x. Such a convention is used throughout.
Let f be continuously differentiable and of period 2r/m. In what follows, C will always denote some constant independent of f and n. We shall
If ] t -x I < n/m then I t -x ] < r/m sin m(l t -x l/2). Using ekmentary properties of w, we have
Now, w ( f ', sin m ","'j =w(f',ksinm ","I)
thus, replacing sin3 m(l t -x //2) by the larger number sin2 m(i t -x j/2) in (2.7), we have
Since the functions in (2.8) have period 2n/m, this estimate holds for all t and x. Applying L, to (2.8), we have
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for L, gives
which, when substituted into (2.9), gives (2.6). Finally, to obtain (2.3), we write Estimating the first and last terms of the right hand side by (2.1) and (2.4), gives the desired result (2.3) and the theorem is proved. Theorem 2.1 can be stated in the following form which is more convenient for later applications. Proof Since dp, is even, we have s R sin mt dp,(t) = 0, n = 1, 2,... .
(2.15) -77
Integrating the identity sin mt -sin mx = sin m(t -x) cos mx -(1 -cos m(t -x)) sin mx, we obtain 1; I", (sin mt -sin mx) dp,(t -x)/ < 3 jIT sin2 F dp,(t) < C&2, i.e., n = 1, 2,..., /I sin mx -L,(sin mt, x)11 < CAm2, n = 1, 2,....
In a similar manner, we obtain 11 cos mx -L,(cos mt, x)/l < CAn2, n = 1, 2,..., and, thus the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are verified.
SATURATION OF POSITIVE CONVOLUTION OPERATORS
In the remainder of the paper, we shall assume L, has the form -L(f) ==f * di+a 7 where dp, is an even non-negative Bore1 measure on [--rr, n] with l/r J:= dp, = 1.
The following theorem determines when (LJ is saturated and, when it is, its saturation order. It is easy to give examples of operators L, for which (La) is not saturated. We give now such an example where L, is of the particularly simple form L,(f) =f * Tn, with T, a non-negative even trigonometric polynomial of degree 2n -2. This example is particularly interesting in view of a theorem of Curtis [7] stating that for any sequence of trigonometric convolution operators (L& Ilf -L,(f)11 = o(n-") if and only if f is constant. This theorem suggests that perhaps all such sequences are saturated. Is m sin2(2W dt + 2 L$l p&p j" sin2(2mjt) K,(t -x,) dt
However, by virtue of (3. 1, 2,...,
SATURATION CLASSES OF SEQUENCES OF POSITIVE CONVOLUTION OPERATORS
In this section, we wish to examine the saturation class S(L,) of the sequence (LJ. The theorem of Sunouchi-Watari (Theorem A) applies to general convolution operators and hence, to (L,). Our first objective is to extend this theorem, for positive operators, to the case where the m-th Fourier coefficients determine the saturation order. We first wish to show that when the m-th coefficients determine the saturation order, every function in S(L,) has period 2x/m. The proof of this theorem is the same as that of Theorem A and will be ommitted.
The theorem analogous to Theorem B is the following THEOREM 4.2. Zf (L,) is saturated with order (1 -pp'), where m is the least positive integer satisfying (3.1) and if then S(L,) = (f : f' E Lip 1, f has period an/m}. Again, the proof is the same as that of Theorem B and will be ommitted.
Although Theorems A and B have wide application to classical methods of approximation and, in particular, are applicable to the operators of Fejer, Jackson and Korovkin, they cannot be applied to the general case of optimal or quasi-optimal sequences since condition (4.1) need not be satisfied. Therefore, we wish now to take a different approach to the problem of determining S(L,) which will handle the cases of optimal and "quasi-optimal timal sequences."
The class S(L,) is precisely the class of 2r/m-periodic functions for which
Let dA R (t) = (1 -pcn')-l ( Tn sin2 mt/2) d&t). Since 1 GT -3T s --x I d&z I = +-, n = 1, 2,..., {dh,)~Zl is contained in a compact subset of the dual of C*[-Z-, ~1, in the weak" topology. Therefore, a subsequence (d&J converges weak * to some measure dA. If such a dX is cvdpO , where dpO is the Dirac measure at zero, then it is easy to see that S(L,) = {f : f ' E Lip 1, f has period 2n/m}. The following theorem strengthens this result by requiring only that dA has an atom at one of the zeros of sin2 mtl2. n-m2
We estimate the first summand on the right hand side of (4.4) as follows. For I t I < 6 < r/m, sin2 mt/2 3 m2t2/.rr2 and, thus, h(x, + t) + h&l -0 -2wo) sin2 mt/2 < ?r" &co + t> + h(xo -t> -2&d ' m2 t2
By the periodicity of g(t) we have for For the second summand on the right-hand 8 < 1 t 1 < 27r/m -6,
sin2 mt/2 so that, using again the periodicity of h, teT,. This shows that f" is in L, and, thus, f' E Lip 1; the theorem is proved.
SATURATION OF OPTIMAL AND QUASI-OPTIMAL SEQUENCES
The following two theorems determine the saturation classes of optimal and quasi-optimal sequences. THEOREM 5.1. If (Ln) is optimal then it is saturated with order (n-") and S(L,) = {f : f' E Lip l}. Proof. Clearly, Theorem 5.2 contains as a special case Theorem 5.1, namely, when m = 1. We shall use the following lemma which is contained implicitly in Curtis [7] .
LEMMA. There is a constant C,, > 0 such that for any integers n and k, If m is the smallest integer for which (3.1) is satisfied, we know from Theorem 3.1 that any function in S(L,) has period 2nlm. We now choose a sequence d&l(t) = nj2 sin2 2" T,, (t) which converges weak *; say, to dh. Because of Theorem 4.3, we need only show that dA has an atom at one of the zeros of sin2 mtj2 or, equivalently, that there is a constant 01 > 0 such that (5.5) where S, = lJlc (xx -E, xk + E), the xK's being the zeros of sin2 mt/2.
We now proceed to show that (5.5) holds for 01 = iC,,m2, with C, the constant in (5.1). Let 0 < E < n-/m and let g,(x) = 0 on S, , g,(x) = n2Tn(x) on [-?T, Tr] -s, , n = 1, 2 ).... Then, for some constant C, and for n = 1,2,..., Therefore, there is a subsequence of (nj) (which for simplicity of notation we denote also by (nJ and a measure dv such that (g,J converges weak * to dv. In particular, If we now take any function F in C*[ -7~, 'rr], of norm one, which is one on S, and zero outside S,, , we find Since this estimate is independent of E, the theorem is proved.
